
COMPANY PROFILE



MSA DAMPER s.r.l. was founded in 2019 by a group of investors which acquired the know-how and plant
from the bankruptcy of MSA S.p.A., maintaining the production, logistics and operational base in Asti-Italy.

Considering the good results obtained in the first months, in 2021 the property decides to move the company
to a new and more functional plant, buying and creating its own new "home" from scratch. In took only eight
months to be fully operational: the new systems have been developed with the latest technologies, a
complete reorganization of company flows and a new painting system will allow the company to be in line with
the customers' requests and to be able to guarantee quality and flexibility.

HISTORY



PLANT
Products: shock absorbers for industrial and commercial vehicles and railway application.
Production plants: Via Learco Guerra 18 – 14100 – Asti, Italy

Market: 60% Italy – 40% export

Main Market Areas: Europe, North America, South America, Australia, India.

Specialist in design and production of shock absorbers for commercial and railway vehicles and for
special applications. We are present on the international markets with a wide range of shock
absorbers with technologic and innovative solutions. Today MSA DAMPER can realize, also basing
on specific requests of the customers, every typology of shock absorber, in order to satisfy every
requirement in matter of transport.



PRODUCTION PLANT

Corporate video here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1wjbQMn3yI


RAILWAY APPLICATIONS: high speed train, tram, locomotive, metro, freight, pantograph

SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL VEHICLES: buses, trucks, trailers-axles, 
agricultural and military applications

CABIN SHOCK ABSORBERS

OUR PRODUCTS

Our products are known for their safety, their high quality and technology and because they assure the
driving comfort in any condition. MSA DAMPER shock absorbers are safe and reliable products,
manufactured with selected components, in conformity with the severe technical specifications of our OEM
customers. Every single application includes a valve unit designed ad hoc by our R&D department, proved
with bench and road tests.



THE MARKET

Update Jun. ‘22



TESTING
MSA damper guarantees its partners the delivery of reliable products with best performances and optimized
service intervals, validated through its laboratory which performs extreme life test simulations.

Even a shock absorber makes a difference! Any spare part must be designed and built exactly to the
specifications of the original equipment, because only those who designed and built it can give you the
right part. Genuine parts are the part that keeps your vehicle's value and strength intact. As established by
the European Regulations, our company certifies that the articles placed on the market with the MSA
DAMPER brand correspond, in quality, duration, functionality and technical characteristics, to the original
spare parts used for assembling the vehicle.



CERTIFICATIONS & AWARDS
MSA DAMPER product range obtained the international certification ISO 9001-2015, welding certification 

EN3834-2/15085-2, ISOTS 22163:2017-IRIS3.

The aftermarket products are certified as original parts and equal to those and can be mounted to replace the
OE components.



The department has in itself a test laboratory thanks to which it can carry out the tests in acceptance on the
compounds, can also carry out on the product all the tests required by the EN13913 norm or by the customer’s
specifications. The production also has a test-bed for the fatigue testing, which are necessary in order to define
the life length of a product.

The bushings department is now perfectly integrated into the production process. It is equipped with two rubber
and silicone moulding lines: one equipped with vertical injection presses and the other with vertical compression
presses, from 60 to 400 tons that allow us to satisfy all customer needs from small batches to large supplies.
It specializes in the design and production of technical items in rubber and metal rubber for critical applications
in the railway and automotive sectors such as: anti-vibration mounts, end-of-stroke pads, silent blocks, bushings
and rubbers, etc.

TESTING

BUSHINGS AND RUBBER



Screened support spring 
secondary suspension:

Elastic elements, torsion bar, connecting arm 
and bushing:          

Rubber rebound 
bumper:  

Conical springs primary 
suspension: 

Gorto springs for secondary suspension: 

Gaskets, guards and technical articles on specific 
request:

OUR PRODUCTS

Anti-vibration-damping floor: 



RAILWAY STRATEGIC PARTNERS OE

Update Jun. ‘22



INDUSTRIAL VEHICLES CUSTOMERS

Update Jan. ‘22
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